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1. Introduction 
This study applies the common framework of a Mincerian ea I nings 
function to inves디gate 삼1e deteIIllinants of hourly wages in the 
Ethiopian urban industry using a rich linked employer-employee 
sample of manufacturing suπey data. In doing so , it estimates the 
retUIns to various levels of education for industrial workers in various 
occupation려 categories. πle peculiarity of the study is that it 
augments the standard Mincerian earnings function (Human Capital 
Model) that uses individual level (workers') characteris디cs with 
additional establishment level characteristics that seem to play 
important roles in the wage set디ng process. Based on a Firm Analysis 
and Competitiveness Survey (FACS) data of manufacturing fiIIllS from 
about 11 selected Ethiopian cities in six re명ons， 삼1e paper presents 
yet an ad띠tion외 e찌dence that education and experience are impor-
tant deteIlllinants of workers' productivity 와1d hence their wages. 
However, the paper also highli양1ts the import와lce of fu m level 
characteristics such as ownership structure, filIn size and sector of 
employment. 
The paper has some important aspects: It inves디gates data from 
the Ethiopian manufactu디ng sector, a sector which is expected to be 
playing an increasin명y impoπ킹1t role in the country’s future long 
tenn development. Moreover, even thou향1 Sub Saharan Africa (SSA) 
is a re핑on which currently is engulfed with the most pressing 
ch려lenges to the development community, there has not been much 
recent research work done on its urban labor market issues. In fact. 
not much recent infoIIuation exists on the estimates of the retuI Ils to 
education in Africä’ s urban labor market. One of the major sources of 
intemational compara다ve data for the retums to education is 
Psacharopoulos (1 993), but it has estimates for only a few African 
countries (such as Botswana and Cote d’Ivoire). Even these estimates 
are relatively old - Botsw밍1a’s estimate for example is for 1975 and 
that of Cote d ’ Ivoire is for 1984. This paper therefore adds to 야1e 
stock of limited infoIlnation about the retUlIls to education in urban 
Africa. 
The totallabor force in Ethiopia is estimated at around 27.5 million 
in 2000. Out of this , around 11.3 million (or about 41%) is the female 
labor force (World Development Indicators , 2002). Labor force 
par다cipation in general in Ethiopia , as in other African countries, is 
hi방1: - about 85% for men 뻐d 58% for women (IW 2002). πe 
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non-agricultural labor force paπicipation for women, paπicularly 삼lat 
ofm없lUfacturing， however, is very sm외1. 
School enrollment ratios at alllevels , except primary level. have not 
shown significant improvements in Ethiopia during the last two 
decades. Only primary enrollment rate increased from 26% in 1985 to 
around 70% in 2000 (World Development Indicators , 2002). To떠1 
public spending on education as a percentage of GDP has not also 
improved much: It increased from 3% in 1985 to close to 4% in 1995, 
which is comparable to the average for Sub Saharan Mrica. Given the 
fluctuations in GDP perfonnance and an ever growing demand for the 
provision of education in the country, however , this may not be 
considered as sufficient. 
Industry as a whole contributes about 11 % of the Ethìopìan GDP; 
of which about 5 to 7% belongs to manufacturing alone. In addition 
to its smaller share of GDP, 상le average annual growth rate of 
manufacturing in Ethiopia has also been relatively disappoin쉰ng. The 
average annual growth rate of m킹lUfacturing was 4.8% for the period 
between 1991 to 2000. In 1998 , it was negative at -1.04% , but 
jumped to 14.8% in 1999. Agriculture and services are, therefore, still 
the dominant sectors ìn terms of theìr contributìon to GDP ìn 
Ethiopia. 
The remaining part of the paper is outlined as follows: Section 11 
briefly discusses structure of the Ethiopian economy and recent 
developments. Section III discusses the data and background infor-
mation about preliminaIy results from the survey. Section IV develops 
the basic Mìncerian wage function and extends the framework to 
ìnclude linked establishment level varìables. Results of the various 
specificatìons of the model will also be discussed; and the question of 
which important factors determine hourly .wages will be addressed. 
Section V discusses the summary of the results and concludes. 
11. The Ethiopian Economy 
E암1iopia is one of the least developed countries in the world with 
an annual per capita income of about $110 (compared with the 
average for Sub-Saharan Mrica which is close to $500). Ethiopians 
are therefore poor even by Mrican standards. The country has 
experienced very low economic growth rates for the last several 
decades; and its economy, mainly because of its dependence on 
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TABLE 1 
ETHIOPIA: SELEcrED ECONOMIC INDICATORS 
1990 1995 1999 2000 
GDP per capüa (Constant 1995 US$) 100.32 102.24 112.56 115.88 
GDP per c때üa Growth (Annual %) -1.24 3.05 3.75 2.95 
General Govemment Final Consump- 18.53 11.84 18.37 23.30 
tion Expen며ture (% of GDP) 
Illiteracy Rate. Adu1t Tota1 (% of 7 1.30 66.36 62.02 60.89 
peop1e ages 15 하ld above) 
Illiteracy Rate. Adu1t Female (% of 80.16 75.07 70.30 69.06 
females ages 15 and above) 
Total Debt Service (% of exports of 34.89 19.08 16.44 13.94 
goods and services) 
Consumer Price Index (1 995 = 100) 54.39 100.00 105.55 105.50 
Current Account Balance (% of GDP) 3.56 -1.56 -10.93 -5.24 
Domestic Credit Provided by Ban힘ng 
66.96 45.10 57.46 6 1.75 
Sector (% of GDP) 
Domestic Credit to Private Sector (% 19.54 13.01 29.03 28.97 
of GDP) 
Foreign Direct Investment. Net Inflows 0.18 0.24 1.39 0.78 
(% of GDP) 
Population Growth (Annual %) 3.67 2.94 2.44 2.39 
Popula디on. Female (% of tota1) 50.45 50.40 50.33 50.31 
Source: WorId Bank. World Development Indicators. 2002 
agriculture. has been extremely vulnerable to extemal shocks such as 
weather changes. 밍ld a fi외1 in intemational prim없y commodity 
prices. notably that of coffee. The 1970s and 1980s are mainly known 
to have been periods of hi힘1 tUI llloil and economic stagnation in 
Ethiopia. 
πle peπasive poverty situation in Ethiopia is manifested in. 없nong 
others. low access to health services (46%). low school enrollment 
ratios at 허1 levels (70%. 5%. 없ld 1 % respectively for gross primary. 
secondary. and tertiary levels in 1999J. and high level of illiteracy. 
The Ethiopian economy is heavily dependent on ag디culture which 
accounts for about 50% of the GDP. 90% of export eamings and 85% 
of total employment. Within agriculture. the m원jor contribution to 
export ea lJlings is derived from a sin양e commodity - coffee which 
contributes about 60% of national export earnings. In gener허. the 
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TABLE 2 












Youth IlIiteracy Participation: 
(%) Ratio of Female 
to Male 
1990 1999 1990 1999 
Countty / Region 1970 1998 
M F M F M F M F 
Ethiopia 62 80 54 70 48 66 40 53 0.7 0.7 
Mozambique 51 82 41 72 34 68 26 55 1.0 0.9 
NigeIia 41 62 29 46 19 34 11 18 0.6 0.6 
Kenya 19 39 12 25 7 13 4 6 0.8 0.9 
Zimbabwe 13 25 8 16 3 9 2 5 0.8 0.8 
East Asia & Pacific 13 29 8 22 3 8 2 4 0.7 0.8 
Middle East & N. Africa 33 59 25 47 18 37 13 24 0.3 0 .4 
South Asia 41 66 34 58 29 50 23 41 0.5 0.5 
Sub Sagar없1 Africa 40 60 31 47 25 40 18 27 0.7 0.7 
Source: World Bank. World Development Indicators. 2002 
country’s gro\\πh performance at any time is correlated to. among 
other things. 단le gro\\πh in agricultural output. When the weather 
conditions improved. and the agriculture sector recovered. growth of 
the economy also rebounded. During the period of economic tUl n 
around of early 1990s. for example. agπculture also grew at an 
impressive rate (more than 5% during 1992/93 to 1996/97). However. 
as agriculture is mainly rain-fed. 없ld based on small land holdings. 
its productivity is low. Moreover. frequent drought and falling tenns of 
trade have hampered the sector's ability to sustainably support the 
country’s development objectives. 
The services sector is the other dominant sector in the Ethiopian 
economy. In the year 2000, it accounted for another 41 % of the GDP. 
During the same period, the industrial sector accounted for only 
about 11 % of the GDP while manufacturing accounted for only 5% to 
7% of GDP. 
111. The Ethiopian FACS Suπey Data 
The data used for this analysis is drawn from a first round FACS 
carried out in Ethiopia by the Investment Climate Unit of the World 
Bank in collaboration with the Ethiopian Development Research 
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Institute (EDRI). The suπey was carried out during the period of July 
to October. 2002 , 킹ld covered a total of 427 manufacturing fi lIns 
sampled from six (6) m며or industrial regions of the Ethiopi하1 Federal 
Administration; 1 and seven (7) major sub-sectors (groups) of the 
manufacturing sector. 2 The data collected covers detailed firm level 
infolInation such as investment decision of entrepreneurs. sources of 
investment financing. establishment level exports and imports. out-
put. capacity utilization. capital stock. sales. regulations. as well as 
workers' tr밍ning. In addition to the fiz II1 level ques디ons directed to 
the management. up to 10 randomly selected workers were also 
interviewed from each fiIIn in the s없nple. Data collected from these 
randomly selected workers includes infolInation on wages (including 
allowances). tenure. number of hours worked per week. occupational 
category. educational level attained. experience both inside and 
outside the current company. age and gender. Using the aVailable 
infolInation about the wage level 없ld frequency of payments (Le. unit 
of time when the payment is made such as whether salary is reported 
as annual. monthly. weekly. and hourly) as well as the number of 
hours worked in a week. we computed 암le corresponding equivalent 
hourly wages for each worker in the s하nple. We then matched 려l 야le 
individual worker level (employee) variables with fizm level (employer) 
data collected by interviewing the management of each filIn. Our final 
sample consisted of about 2538 workers from various occupa디onal 
categories. Of these workers. 575 (22.7%) are women. 
In order to see 산le representativeness of the gender distribution of 
sampled workers to that of the actual. we looked at the infonnation 
collected from the filIn managers about their labor force at the fiIIn 
level. Accor띠n링y. as shown in Figure 1, we found that close to 20% 
of total workers in the sampled fizms are women , which is quite 
similar to the gender distribution of the sampled workers themselves. 
Both 야le fi lIn level and worker level infoIInation also reveal 삼lat quite 
a few women work at the management 밍ld skilled level occupa디onal 
categories; while there is a larger proportion of them in the 
non-production category. Even when we look at the tempor하y 
1 The locations covered by the survey are Addis Ababa. Amhara region. 
Eastem region. Oromia re밍on. Southem region. and Tigray region. Except 
Addis Ababa. in 려1 the above regions two cities were covered by 야le suπey. 
2 These sub-sectors are Food, Beverages. Textiles. Garments. Leather and 
Leather Products. Wood. Fumiture and Me ta1 work. 














Management Skllled Prod Overall 
Source: . Computed by the author using data from Ethiopian FACS‘ 2002. 
FIGURE 1 
SHARE OF 찌TOMEN IN SAMPLED ENTERPRISES 
BY OCCUPATIONAL CATEGORY 
workers separately, 야le same holds true: A great majority of women 
who are temporary workers work in the non-production and unskilled 
occupational categories. 
Finn level infonuation collected by interviewing managers also 
reveal that few finns in the Ethiopian manufacturing sector provide 
in-house fonnal training progr밍ns - just around 11 % of them. 
Moreover, in these programs, the m멍ority of the trainees are 
production workers (both skilled and unskilled). An average of 20 and 
14 skilled and unskilled production workers in each finn respectively 
paπicipated in in-house tr밍ning progr없ns at their place of work 
during 단le year prior to the interview. Firms that provide outside 
training opportunities to their workers are also still few (1 5%). As 
expected, participants in these outside training opportuni디es are 
small in number from each finn , and mainly these opportunities 
target the professional and skilled worker categories (an average of 3 
workers each from profession외 and skilled categories compared with 
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a single worker from the unskilled category). Surp디singly. firms also 
reported that few of their workers who paπicipated in σainings have 
been promoted and/or got a pay raise (close to 4%). Despite this. 
however. workers do not seem to be mo띠ng out after completing 삼le 
tr려nings. This most probably may be because of finn specific 
trainings 삼lat can not be transferred to other finlls or activities; but it 
may also equ머ly be because of a perceived lack of other employment 
opportunities in other manufacturing establishments. 
There are some e찌dences of a relative shortage of s힘lled m밍lpower 
in the Ethiopian manufacturing sector. While very few fmlls in 
gener;려 reported to have spent money to pay their workers for 
overtime work. relatively more finIls have done so for their skilled 
workers. For ex밍nple. the reported share of overtime payments out of 
the total cost of wages 하ld salaries at a finn level in gener외 is 
ne명i핑ble (just close to 2%); while for skilled workers alone. this 
figure stands at 4% of the total cost of their wages and salaries. 
Another potential indicator of skill constraint is the time it takes to 
fill a vac하lCy for a skilled worker as opposed to a non skilled one: 
Our data reveals that it takes more time (7 weeks) to fill a vac하lCy for 
a skilled worker than that for unskilled one (which is just about 3 
weeks). 
A 양pic려 worker in the Ethiopian m밍lUfacturing sector. accor，며ng 
to our data. effectively works for about 7 hours out of an 8-hour shift. 
πlÏs shows that. once at work. labor is effectively u비ized. There is 
not also serious problem of over-manning at the fiIln level. FinIls 
reported that on average they still would like to keep more than 90% 
of their current work force to produce their current level of output. As 
expected. however. over-m밍ming is lúgher in the public enterprises 
(13% compared to close to 7% for private enterprises). Most of those 
finlls who reported to have excess labor (about 55% of them) also 
reported that they keep the excess work force (however small it may 
be) mainly because they 없띠cipate 없1 increase in sales/production in 
the foreseeable future. According to about 25% of the fir Ills. another 
reason for keeping 단le excess labor employed is due to laws and 
regulations regarding firing of workers. Some 20% reported ‘pressure 
from unions'; 3 while only 3% reported pressure from politic려 groups 
3 0nly close to 20% of fhms in our s없nple answered positively to the 
question of whether 없ly of their employees are members of a trade union. 
The average of reported level of unionization for those who responded 
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TABLE 3 
AVERAGE HUMAN CAPITAL CHARACTERISTICS OF SAMPLED WORKERS 
%in Average % of Who % ‘”냐1 Average % Union Completed Whole Years of University 
Age Members Sample Education Degree pηmaηr Secondary 
Men 77.3 10.0 33.4 87.4 5 1.4 4.9 2 1.7 
Women 22.7 11.1 3 1.2 90.4 70.3 3.3 3 1.9 
Total 100.0 10.3 32.9 88.1 55.7 4.5 24.0 
Source: Ca1culated by the author from FACS. 2002 
as a reason behind keeping excess labor force in their firms. Most of 
the firms in our s없nple (about 80%) reported 야lat they work in a 
single shift basis; while another 11% and 9% respectively work double 
and triple shifts. Firms also report that they are using less than 60% 
of their full capacity for a variety of reasons such as insufficient 
dem없ld， lack of raw materials and working capital. This means there 
is a room for increased output if remaining labor market and other 
constraints are sorted out; and if the economy and hence demand for 
their products picks up. 
A preliminary ínvestigation of the worker level FACS data shows 
that women on average have higher years of schooling (with 11.1 
years of education compared with 10.0 for men). They are also 
younger with an average age of 31 years compared with 33 years for 
men. The percentage of women who have completed primary or 
secondmγ school is higher than that of men;4 while the percentage of 
women who have completed uníversity level schooling is less (3.3% 
compared to 5% for men). Women with union membership are also 
proportionately more than men (32% compared with 22% for men). 
The data also shows that women are on average paid less than men. 
Their average hourly wage is about 4.0 Ethiopian Birr (the local 
cuπency， ETB from now on) compared with close to 6 ETB for men 
(see Table 4). 까lis. it should be noted. is in spite of the higher level of 
average years of education attained by women in the sample. Most 
probably. this may mean that women face more constraints to get 
positively is around 77%. 
4 About 90% and 70% of women in our s없nple have completed respec-
tively primaη and secondazy schooling compared with 87% and 51 % for 
men. 
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TABLE 4 
AVERAGE HOURLY PAY. HOURS WORKED PER WEEK. AND PERCENT 




















Source: Calculated by the author using Ethiopian FACS data. 
access to. j o.bs in the fo.Ilnal m밍lUfacturtng secto.r unless they attain a 
rela다vely hi양ler level o.f educatio.n than men: and o.nce they 1하ld o.n 
the j o.b. they get co.mpensated at a lo.wer rate than their men 
co.unterparts in the s없ne j o.b cell. 
In tel IllS o.f access to. σaining o.ppo.rtuni디es pro찌ded by the 
co.mpanies they wo.rk fo.r. wo.men are equ외ly likely to. receive training 
as men o.nce they j o.in their current establishment o.f wo.rk. 
IV. The Basic Mincerian Model: Retmns to Years of 
Schooling 
We start from the standard specifica디o.n o.f a Mincertan ea lIIings 
unctio.n which is co.mmo.nly used to. estimate the retums to. 
educatio.n. This specificatio.n c없1 be o.btained from a standard human 
capital theo.ry. the do.Ininant eco.n o.mic theo.ry o.f wage detel Illinatio.n 
in the literature. The ea 11úngs functio.n mo.del is o.ne o.f the successful 
specificatio.ns in empirtc외 eco.n o.memcs. In general it specifies 삼le 
relatio.nship between an in띠띠du외 wo.rker's charactertstics and 
his/her ean피ngs per unit o.f time. π1is may alSo. be viewed as a pro.앤 
to. the intertempo.ral wealth maximizatio.n o.f an individual wo.rker 
where educatio.n 없ld o.n-the-jo.b σaining can be regarded as 
investments o.n hum밍1 capit외 (Willis 1986; Mincer 1974). It is 외so. 
assumed that fo.rgo.ne e따nings are a pro.xy fo.r the Co.st o.f sch。이ing; 
and that each individual wo.rker enters the labo.r fo.rce rtght after 
co.mple디ng his/her scho.o.ling. Each wo.rker's wo.rking life is also. 
assumed to. be independent o.f his/her years o.f scho.o.ling and that the 
ea l1úngs gro.w at a co.nstant rate o.ver time due to. varto.us facto.rs. In 
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a standard Human Capital Model specification. log of eamings are 
assumed to depend on education and experience. The specification of 
this model is of the fo11o‘wing form: 
ln(u기)= α+ βSi+ Yl EXPRi+ Y2 (EXPR;)2+ Si (1) 
where ln(w;) is the natural logarithm of eamings or wages per unit of 
time, Si is Years of Education (Schoolin밍 ， EXPR is a proxy for 
experience,5 and S is the error ten l1. The subscript ‘ i ’ refers to each 
individual employee (i. e. i = 1, ... , N). The coefficients β 없ld Yl 
represent the retums respectively to schooling and on-the-job training 
(experience). The basic model is based on the assumption that 
individual workers over time accumulate their human capital both at 
school; 밍ld in the labor marker once they join the work force (see 
Willis (1986)). Note that the function is concave in on-the-job training 
(experience) because of diminishing marginal retums to accumulated 
on-the-job training. As a result. the coefficient Y2 is negative. The 
eπor ten l1 (s) is well behaved 없ld it. captùres other unobserved 
factors that contribute to worker's earnings. 
For a we려야1 maximizing individual worker., the coefficient for the 
years of education (β) measures the intemal rate of return to an 
addi디on외 year of schooling; and the coefficient for the years of labor 
market experience (yJ) measures the rate of retum to additional labor 
market experience. Note also that the effect of experience on eamings 
peaks when total e앤erience reaches at - Yl/2 Y2 where Y2 is 
coefficient of the squared value of lab market experience.6 
As is a tradition for a well-established literature, we estimate the 
standard Human Capital Model (and any of its variants) using 
Ordinary Least Squares (OLS). The OLS estimates of the basic 
eamings function using the Ethiopian m없lUfacturing sector data are 
presented below. For the various extended specifications, see 
appendix tables. 
As we see from the results in Table 5. the retums to education 
reported by the basic model are similar for both men and women. 
This is contrary to the findings in most other studies where women’S 
5 Experience is computed as the suπey year (2002) - the year in which 
the worker left school. When this variable is missing, potential expe디ence 
computed as Age -Total years of education - 6 is substituted. 
6 See Willis (1986). pp. 529-32 for the derivation. 
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TABLE 5 















































* Significant at 5% level. ** Significant at 1 % level 
Dependent Variable= Log of hourly wages 













Based on the estimates in Table 5. the mar，핑n외 retum to one full 
year of education for both males 원ld females is around 10 percent 
after controlling for experience. These estimates actua11y are relatively 
sma11er than the estimates found for other developing countries 
(See. for ex없lple. Psacharopoulos (1993); Psacharopoulos (1 994); 똥a­
charopoulos 없ld Tzannatos (199 l); Moock. Paσinos. 하ld Venkata-
r하nan (1 998); V，하1 der Gaag 밍ld V덴verberg (1989)). 7 Psacharopoulos 
7 ln fact. these estimates are lower even compared to other estimates for 
Ethiopia using different suπey datasets. For example. in their quan디le 
regression estimates. Gilllla 없ld Kedir (2002) found around 15% retums to 
education. The differing results might have come from differences in the 
types 없ld coverage of the data sets used. They used household survey data. 
Also the s없npled workers in our dataset are only manufactUring sector 
employees in the regions covered by our suπey. It is a1so quite possible 
that since the remova1 of an automatic placement of co)]ege and university 
graduates and narrowing employment opportunities for less educated 
(prim킹γ and high school graduates). employers have increased bargaining 
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(1993) estimated the returns to education for Botswana. for the year 
1975. at 16.4% for men and 18.2% for women. Psacharopoulos also 
estimated the retums to education for Cote d ’Ivoire (for the year 1984) 
at 11.1% and 22.6% respectively for men and women. Temesgen 
(2001) estimated the retums to education for manufacturing sector 
workers in Nigeria respectively for men and women at 12% and 19%. 
Other estimates for the returns to education in Mrica include that of 
Ghana (for the year 1992) by the World Bank (1 996). These estimates 
are 9.3% and 10.6% respectively for men and women. 8 
Our estimates in Table 5 also show that. conditional on schooling. 
each additional year of total labor market experience increases hourly 
wages by 6.0 percent for male workers. and by about 7.8 percent for 
females. The posi디ve effect of experience on hourly wages peaks at 30 
years (of total experience) for men 와ld at 39 years for women. When 
we use dummies for education levels completed. we also find 삼lat 
returns to completed secondary education are higher for female 
workers than for male workers while for primarγ and university levels 
of education. the returns for men are much higher (See Appendix 
Table 3 없ld 4). Completed primary. completed secondary. and 
completed university education raise hourly eamings respectively by 
27%. 95% and 232% compared with those without 없1y completed 
level (i. e. less than six years of education).9 Looking at the marginal 
retums to a year of education in a completed level (primary. 
secondary or tertiarγ) for the whole sample. we see that completing 
primary education has a 4.4% return for each year compared with no 
completed p디maπ education; while completing high school has a 
7.1% return compared with that in a completed primary level. 
Completed university education has a 13% retum for each year than 
one in a completed secondary leve1. 10 The corresponding returns for 
power. 
8 For a survey of detailed empirical studies on wage determination. see 
Berndt (1991). 
9 When a certain characteristics of a worker is represented by a dummy 
variable (with a value of ‘1’ and estimated coefficient of Îl i ). then that 
worker has earnings of e À, times the earnings of a worker without that 
characteristics (dummy variable equals zero). 
10 In the extended (dummy) specification. rates of returns to a higher level 
of education are calculated as a ratio of differences between the coefficients 
없ld the number of years of schooling between the 1\νo successive levels. 
e.g .• In our case. for the first specification in the whole sample. the returns 
to a year in a completed university education controlling for union 
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each year of a completed primary. secondary. 없ld university level 
education for women alone are 2.8%. 9.4%. and 3.2%. respectively.11 
Being female. in the Ethiopian manufacturing sector. after controlling 
for the basic human capi떠1 characteristics of experience and 
education reduces the retums to a hourly work by at least 13%; 12 but 
when other variables are also controlled for. the reduction in retUIlls 
goes as hi방1 as 20%.13 The retums to completed levels of education 
compared with non-completed education also increase with the 
number of years of schooling (밍ld levels) for both sexes (see Appen띠X 
Table 4). 
Such continuously increasing retums to education with increasing 
levels of education means 야lat s디cking to the school system and 
membership. sector. size. experience. 밍ld ownership is: (1. 199-0.67이/4= 
13.2%. Sirrùlarly. for completed secondary education. over primarγ. 삼le 
retum is calculated as: (0.670-0.239)/6= 7.1 %. For methodologic외 issues 
on estimation of retums to education. see Psacharopoulos (1994). 
11 A joint F-test was done in order to inves디gate whether men 없ld women 
face different labor market structure. The joint F-test considers a null 
hypothesis that the eamings regressions that were run independently for 
each gender group are iden디cal. If. say. βi and α i are the two coefficients 
respectively from the regressions for men and women workers. we test the 
null hypothesis that. βi= oc i join디Y which is equiv외ent to tes디ng whether 
the labor market structures faced by both men and women are the same. 
The relevant joint F-test is therefore expressed as: 
(EESR - EESuR) / K 
FK. N • M 2k= 
EESun/ (N + M - 2k) 
Where K is 삼le degrees of freedom. N and M are the number of male and 
female workers respectively. EESR is the error sum of squares in the 
restricted model (where the regression for the whole s없nple is run without 
the gender dummy - Le. the coefficient for the gender dummy set to zero); 
and EESUR starlds for the error sum of squ따es in the unrestricted mode1. 
The nu l1 hypothesis was r멍ected 
12 Most people take the coefficients of a dummy variable and multiply it 
by 100 to get the corresponding percentage ch없1ges. However. in order to 
calculate a precise percentage change (δ 1) on the dependent variable due to 
a dummy variable. it is necess밍y first to calculate the anti-log of a 
regression coefficient (β 1) and then subtract one from the result; Le. (β1)= 
In(l + 151). See Havorsen and Palmquist (1 98이 for interpretation of dummy 
variables in Se따log와ithmic equa다ons. 
13 This is similar to the estimate by Gil111a and Kedir (2002) who found a 
negative coefficient of about 0.21 for the gender (female) dummy. 
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completing as high level of education as possible is an investment 
with a high retum in the future. This is so because such results 
probably su잃est that additional investrnent in education that does 
not lead to the completion of a level (or rather to the award of a 
degree or certificate) might not necessarily grant the workers 
additional labor. market retums. 
Krishan et al. (1998). in their analysis of the urban labor market 
during structural a예ustrnent in Ethiopia (covering 1990 to 1997). 
estimated retums to education increase for higher levels of sch。이ing. 
where they found that these retums to education increase for hi힘ler 
levels of schooling. though they have remained largely unafTected 
during the period considered. Accordingly. for. men 15~64 years of 
age. the retums to schooling for prim없y. secondary and tertiary 
levels in the public sector respectively were 0.31. 1.08. and 2.34 in 
1997; while for the private sector the retums were reported as 0.04. 
0.7 1. and 2.15. For women. most of the coeffiçients were not found to 
be signifi떠nt in the public sector; but the retums for the private 
sector that are significant also show a similar trend: í.e.. coefficients 
of 0.71 for secondary 없ld 2.15 for tertiary levels. There are also other 
African countries where the same trend has been observed. For 
example. in a gender discrimination study. using m없lufacturing 
suπey data sets from four African countries. Temesgen and Zeufack 
(2002) report that for Ghana the retums to completed primary. 
secondary and university levels respectively are 0.127. 0.165 and 
0.213; while for the other three countries. the retums for completed 
secondary level are hi향ler than that of both primary 하ld universi양 
levels. 
Wahba (2002) 려so report that one of the main findings of her paper 
is that “ the estimated rates of retum to education [in E，양P디 increase 
with rising education levels" and agrees that “this is different to the 
common pattern found in most developing countries." In her study. 
controlling for re횡onal dummies. the estimated coefficients for 
education dummy variables of Read. Primary. Preparatory. Secondary. 
and ‘university 없ld higher’ levels respectively were 0.09. 0.12. 0.53. 
0.68. and 1. 14. She also found that this pattem remained consistent 
even when the estimation is done for each region as welI as for 
urban-rural classification. There are studies that found such a 
pattem in developed economies as welI. For example. Brunello et al. 
(200이 estimated the retums to high school. short term tertiary and 
tertiary levels of education for Italy respectively at 0.23. 0.35. and 
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0.50. 
Now going back to our basic specification with years of schooling. 
we expect that individual workers with hi방ler levels of education 
invest rela디vely more on their human capital: or rather they get better 
opportunities for company sponsored or funded trainings 따ter 삼ley 
entered the labor market. They also embark on a cauier with a better 
opp아tunity for growth and increases in their wages. Such potential 
complementarities between the accumulation of human capital 
nπough schooling and labor market c밍1 be captured by ad띠ng an 
interac다on tenll consis디ng of the schooling variable (Sð 하ld 삼le 
experience (EXPRð on to equa디on (1) above. The ealllings function 
specified above c하1 therefore gener외ly be re-written as: 
ln(u에 =a+ βSt+ Yl EXPRj+ Y2 (EXPRð 2 + ys(SjEXPRð+ êj (2) 
The results obtained by re-running the regression including the 
interaction teI IIl are reported in Table 6 below. The table shows that 
the coefficients for the interaction tenll 앙e not only very small. but 
are also statistically insign퍼C밍lt: but the new coefficients for the 
retums to educa디on for women 따e now slightly higher than 암le 
pre띠ous estimates and compared with that of men as wel1. However. 
삼le new results do not very much change the overall interpreta다on of 
the retums to education. 
Once we estimated the retums to education using (1) above. we 
extended the basic model to include the other worker level variables 
such as gender and union membership. Due to the unique charac-
teristics of our data set (Le. linked employer-employee infonllation). 
we are able to extend the model further to include fiI IIl level 
characteristics such as size. sector. and ownership. Generally. the 
extended ea I nings function can be specified as follows: 
ln(ωð= a+ ßXj+ φYj + êj (3) 
where X is a vector of individual level characteristics such as years of 
scho에ng 윈ld experience. Y j is a vector represen디ng the various fum 
level characteristics of the establishment where each worker is 
employed. As mentioned above. the subscript ‘i · 밍ld ln(따) respec-
tively refer to the individual employee and the log of hourly wages 
received by that employee: while β 킹ld φ are vectors of the 
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TABLE 6 






















































* Significant at 5% level. ** Signific따1t at 1 % level 
Dependent Va디able=lρg of hourly wages 















We run various specifications of this extended model and got some 
what consistent results. More than ten (1이 variants of the extended 
model were run. First. we added three (3) sectoral dummies (food and 
beverages. leather and leather products. and woodjmetal furniture) to 
capture differences that may arise due to sectoral variations. The 
excluded category was the textile 밍ld garments sector. The next set of 
variables included were a dummy for union membership of the 
worker and ownership status of the establishment. We then added 
size dummies (with the ‘Large’ size group being the excluded 
category).14 The last variant of the specification added ‘regional’ 
dummies for the five (5) regions with Addis Ababa being the excluded 
category. The regressions were run using both ‘'years of schooling’ and 
14 The dummies for size here were arbitraIily defined as follows: Small 
(< = 10 workers). Medium (11- 100 workers) , and larg.e (100+ workers) 
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dummies for various levels of completed education such as primary. 
secondary 킹ld university. Results of the full model (for the 
spec퍼cations with dummies for completed levels of education) can be 
summarized as follows: 
First. the confonll that all levels of education are progressively 
irnportant in improving wage income. 15 The coefficients for the 
various levels of schooling confil IIl our initial OLS estimates that 
there is 없1 increasing retums to schooling for higher levels of 
education. The results show that completing elementary schooling. 
comple디ng high school 없ld ha이ng a university degree increase wages 
by 4%. 7%. and 13%, respectively for each scho애ng year compared 
with a completed education one level below. 
The full model also confilllls that gender matters in detelmining 
individual wages in the contex:t of Ethiopia's manufacturing sector. 
The coefficients for the gender dummy ‘FEMALE' are negative and 
very signific밍lt for all the various types of specifica디ons. In the most 
basic model. the coefficient for the ‘female' dummy is -13%, but 
controlling for more detel Il1inants , being female reduces hourly wages 
by as much as 20%.16 
Fill l1 level characteristics such as enterprise size , 양pe of 
ownership , and sector are also import밍lt detelminants of wages. 
Workers in small and medium sized establishments ea ll1 respec디vely 
up to 47% and 34% less than those in larger ones; while we fmd 야lat 
foreign owned finHs pay much higher th없1loc외ly owned private fillllS 
(the excluded category). Workers in foreign owned establishments 
receive up to 35% more than those in locally owned private flID1s. 
controlling for other variables in the model; also it looks , at first si휠lt 
삼lat public enterprises pay more th밍1 private finlls (Le. they on 
aven핑;e pay almost 18% more than privately owned local enterprises). 
However. this is because of the size characteristics of the public fillllS 
than the ownership per se. Once we control for size variables. 
however, the coefficient for the 'public’ dummy ceases to be 
signific없1t (see Appen따x Table 3). Thus , controlIing for size , public 
15 Note that the coefficients for the dummies of 외1 education levels are 
significant at 1 % level. 
16 Another related study using this s없ne data decomposes this gender 
based earnings differential in to two components: A part related to 
differences in human capit외 and a part related to differing retums to 
human capital (tel med by the literature as discrimination) for the two 
gender groups (see Temesgen (2004)). 
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enterprises actua1ly do not pay more 암lan private establishments. we 
a1so get that the textile 와ld gannent sector (the base or excluded 
sectora1 categozy) pays significantly less than the food/beverages 킹ld 
leather /leather products sectors. 
Unions a1so seem to matter. The results sbow that union 
membership of individua1 . workers is also among the important 
detenninants of a worker's wage. Workers who are union members 
receive at least 15% more than their non-union member colleagues. 
v. Conclusions 
The study confirms that both establishment level and individua1 
(worker) level characteristics play important roles in wage detenni-
nation in the case of the Ethiopian urban manufacturing sector. 
Previous estimates of wage detenuinants without establishment level 
characteristics therefore. essen디ally overestimate the effects of 
individua1 char;lcteristics. There are. however. a number of points 
related to the literature and data characteristics that should be kept 
in rnind when interpreting the results from this study: 
First. as our s밍nple of workers consists only of wage eamers in the 
m없lUfacturing sector. the results obtained can not be generalized as 
applicable to other t}φes of workers 없ld to workers in the 
non-m없1Ufacturing employment activities. Especially. results of the 
retums to schooling can not be taken as ‘economy ‘wide’. Any 
extrapolation of the results to the whole econorny should therefore be 
interpreted cautiously. 
Secondly. we extended the standard Mincerian Eamings framework 
by introducing estabushment Ievel characteristics. However, the 
standard framework itself assumes its two important variables 
(education and experience) as 핑ven (exogenously detenuiued); while 
the endogeneouity of education is 뻐dely believed. A better specifi-
ca디on would therefore treat education as endogenous 킹ld use 
instrumental variables to investigate the factors that determine 
schooling. but not wages. Given the data characteristics we are 
dea1ing with. that was not done. Moreover. as the information on 
eamin，흙 없ld individua1 characteristics was collected from workers 
already on 삼le job. the data set lacks infonnation on others who do 
not paπicipate in the labor market or those that do. but are employed 
in non-manufacturing or infonnal activities. 
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Despite such potential shortcomings mainly related to the datasets. 
however. the results presented here are very import밍1t for a v;앙iety of 
reasons: 
First. the results add an additional compelling reason for the 
importance of a public policy with a focus on human capital 
development. Stren!한hening 삼1e educational system wi삼1 relatively 
more focus to women’s training is 없1 import따lt priority. The results 
려so add to our conviction that a better educated labor force means 
more producti띠양. more income to the households 없ld a better 
standard of li찌ng. Related to 삼lÏs. the relatively higher retUI IlS to 
on-the-job trai따19 (experience) for females means 삼lat more gender 
targeted hurn밍1 capital developrnent at a comI객ny level will have 
both income 없ld equ려ity enh없lcing components and hence a better 
social pay off. With improved educational attainrnent of females. in 
addition to a proportionately larger increase in total income for each 
addition려 year of schooling. gender inequ려ity in pay rnay 려so 
decline. The study also shows that women's participation in the 
urban industrial labor force is relatively low cornpared with their total 
pal ticipation level. Moreover. even those wornen who are working in 
the urban rnanufacturing sector are rnore likely to be working in low 
paying non-production or unskilled production occupa디on허 catego-
ries. Relatively quite a few women work in the skilled production or 
rnanagernent occupa디on외 categories. 
Another irnpoπance of this study is that it uses data frorn a 
m하lUfacturing sector of 킹1 Mric하1 country 와ld as a result. it adds to 
the limited knowledge about the Afrtcan manufacturtng sector and its 
labor rnarket. 
(Received 8 August 2005: Revised 11 October 2005) 
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,ApPENDIX TABLE 1 































Log of hourIy wages 
Dummyequ떠s I if finn located in Addis 
Dummy equals I if firm located in Amhara region 
Dummy equals I if finn located in eastern region 
Years of education completed 
Total number of workers (employment size) 
Experience in years 
Interaction telIIl: experience * years of education 
Experience squared 
Dummy equals 1 if worker is female 
Dummy equals 1 if firm in food and beverage 
sector 
Dummy equals I if firm has foreign ownership 
Dummy equals I if firm Is large size 
(1 00+ workers) 
Dummy equals I if firm in leather sector 
Dummy equals I if firm size is medium 
(1 1-100 workers) 
Dummy equals I if worker has not completed any 
level of education 
Dummy equals 1 if firm located in Oromia 
Dummy equals I if primary education completed 
Dummy equals 1 if firm is pu blic owned 
Dummy equals I if secondary education completed 
Dummy equals I if firm is small size 
(<~IO workers) 
Dummy equals I if firm located In southern region 
Tenure (work experience) in the current 
establishment in years 
Dummy equals I if firrn in textile and garments 
sector 
Dummy equals I if firm located in Tigray region 
Dummy equals I if worker is member of a union 
Dummy equals I if university' degree completed 
Dummy equals 1 if firm in wood and metal 
fumiture product sector 
Mean 
0.73 
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.APPE'NDIX TABLE 2 
REGRESSION W1TH YEARS OF EDUCATION 
Basic With With Union Wi다1 With SlZe and 
Sector and Ownership SIZe Region Re{e6pl。I1
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
femaIe -0.132 -0.141 -0.167 -0.212 -0.196 -0.23 
(3.45)** (3.61)** (4.40)** (5.74)** (5.2 1)** (6.29)** 
educyrs 0.102 0.103 0.091 0.081 0.087 0.078 
(22.9끼” (23.54)** (20.85)“ (1 8.44)** (1 9.55)** (1 7.75)** 
expr 0.064 0.063 0.052 0.046 0.048 0.043 
(19.09)** (1 8.96)** ( 14.54)** (13.41)** (1 3.21)** (1 2.32)** 
exprsq -0.001 -0.001 -0.001 -0.001 -0.001 -0.001 
(1 2.0끼** (12.1 1)** (9.90)** (9.79)** (9.19)** (9.00)** 
food_bev 0.311 0.22 0.182 0.228 0.198 
[6.21)** [4.4 1)** (3.73)** [4.43)** (4.00)** 
1eather 0.27 0.311 0.169 0.216 0.102 
[3.89)** [4.57)** [2.66)** [3.12)** (1. 58) 
wood_fur 0.166 0.188 0.192 0.193 0.197 
(3.32)** (3.90)** (4.14)** (3.89)** (4.14)** 
foreign 0.476 0.327 0.4 0.27 
(6.13)** (4.01)** (5.15)** (3.31)** 
public 0.165 0.001 0.107 -0.062 
[4.00)'* [0.02) (2.36)' ( 1.26) 
union_dummy 0.381 0.13 0.397 0.142 
(9.55)** [3.18)** [9.93)** [3.50)** 
medlum -0.425 -0‘ 458 
[9.16)** [9.99)** 
small -0.646 -0‘618 
(11.47)** (1 0.88)** 
amhara -0.407 -0.416 
[5.74)** [5.88)** 
east -0.275 -0.223 
[5.42)** [4.38)** 
oromia -0.073 -0.067 
[ 1.18) [1.1 1) 
south -0.318 -0.286 
[5.94)** [5.49)** 
t1gray -0.032 0.032 
[0.45) [0‘ 46) 
Constant -0.843 -1.043 -0.927 -0.288 -0.732 -0.132 
(1 5.47)** (1 4.80)** (1 3.00)** [3.16)** [9.30)*' (1‘41) 
Observatlons 2235 2235 2175 2172 2175 2172 
R-squared 0.31 0.33 0.37 0 .4 1 0 ‘ 39 0.42 
Robust t-statistics in parentheses 
* S벌niflcant at 5% level; ** Sign띠cant at 1 % level 
Dependent Variable = Log of hourly wages 
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,ApPENDIX TABLE 3 
REGRESSION WITH EDUCATION LEVEL AND GENDER DUMMIES 
Basic With With Unlon and With Wlth 
Sector Ownership Size Re(g5i)on 
(1) (2) (3) (4) 
female -0.145 0.143 0.169 -0.216 -0.233 
(3.69)** (3.55)** (4.33)** (5.73)** (6.25)** 
p디mdum 0.268 0.279 0.257 0.23 0.22 
(4.99)** (5.22)** (4.88)** (4.51)** (4.40)** 
secondum 0.848 0.864 0.773 0.684 0.663 
(1 6 .43)** (1 6.82)** (1 5.30)** (13.91)** ( 13.46)** 
univdegr 1.521 1.517 1.345 1.194 1.165 
(1 5.23)** (1 5.23)** (1 3.25)** (11.90)** (1 1.64)** 
expr 0.062 0.062 0.05 0.044 0.042 
(1 8 .4 1)** (1 8.46)** (1 4.10)** (1 3.01)** (1 2.10)** 
exprsq -0.001 -0.001 -0.001 -0.001 -0.001 
(1 2.14)** (12.26)** (9.99)** (9.93)** (9.25)** 
food bev 0.261 0.175 0.138 0.155 
(5.07)** (3.44)** (2.80)** (3.10)** 
leather 0.24 0.288 0.142 0.074 
(3.45)** (4.22)** (2.24)* (1.1 6) 
wood fur 0.173 0.2 0.202 0.202 
(3.36)** (4.00)** (.4.23)** (4.15)** 
foreign 0 .454 0.304 0.253 
(5.72)** (3.67)** (3.08)** 
public 0.167 0.002 -0.066 
(3.93)** (0.05) ( 1.34) 
unlon_dummy 0 .407 0.148 0.161 
(1 0.04)** (3.59)** (3.95)** 
medlum -0 ‘ 424 -0.458 
(9.27)** (1 0.13)** 
small -0.666 0.644 











Constant -0.366 -0.559 -0.507 0.093 0.232 
(6.46)** (7.69)** (7.11)** (1.1 0) (2.67)** 
Observatlons 2242 2242 2182 2179 2179 
R-squared 0.31 0.32 0.36 0 .4 0.42 
Robust t-statlstlcs In parentheses 
* Signlficant at 5% level; ** Slgnlficant at 1 % level 
Dependent Variable= Log of hourly wages . 
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APPENDIX TABLE 4 
REnlRNS TO INDIVIDUAL AND FIRM CHARACTERISTICS 
AIL SAMPLE VERSUS BY GENDER 













(1 :3.<12)** (11.:35)** 
-0.00 1 -0.00 1 
(9.97)** (8.6:3)** 
0.0<19 0.0<18 0.0<15 0.051 
(6.56)** (1 :3.87)** (1 1.60)** (7.20)** 
-0.001 -0.001 -0.001 -0.001 




0.2:39 0. 2<1 1 0.1 5<1 
(<1.68)“ (<1.2<1)** (1.:39) 
0.67 0.681 0.72 
(1:3.51)** (11.92)** (7.68)** 
1.199 1.29 0.851 















































































































































(5. :37)** (<1.15)** 
0.187 0.18:3 
(2.92)“ (2. :38γ 
0.1 :3 0.112 
(:3.1<1)“ (2. :36)* 
-0.612 -0.6:3<1 
(10.70)** (9.7:3)** 
-0. <1 18 -0. <127 
(8.90)** (7.79)** 
0. :3:31 0. :3:39 
(<1.0:3)** (:3.5끼** 






















edu양rs 0.08 0.08 0.091 



































Rob매st t-statistics in paren나leses 
* S1gnifican1 a1 5% level: ** Significan1 at 1 % lev잉 
Dependent Variable=lρg of hourly wages 
Note: Primdum denotes a dummy for completed primary .education aUained 
after six years of elementary education. Secondum denotes workers 
who completed secondary education after six years of schooling 
beyond primary. Univdegr denotes workers who are assuIi1ed to have 
earned a degree after four years of university edu떠디on. 
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